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Q & A: Professor Ian Ker
by Michael Sean Winters
Distinctly Catholic
With all eyes on the upcoming beatification of John Henry Newman, Q & A asked a group of Newman
scholars what the cardinal might have to say to the 21st century Church.
Today, we hear from Professor Ian Ker of Oxford University. Ker has written the best biography of
Newman to date. (Biographies of great men and women are never "definitive" because subsequent
scholars pose different questions and unearth different aspects of the subject.) Professor Ker chose the
provocative, and bold, option of replying in the first person, in Newman's own voice.
The question: What would Newman have to say to the 21st Century Church?
Professor Ian Ker (speaking in the voice of Newman): As one who has often been called ?The Father of
the Second Vatican Council,? I think the Church of this post-conciliar period would find the many private
letters I wrote before, during, and after the First Vatican Council of interest and relevance. There I made
several points.
First, Councils arouse great controversy and disunity. There are likely to be those who grossly exaggerate
the Council's teachings (as happened in my country after Vatican I when Cardinal Manning exaggerated
the scope of the definition of papal infallibility) and those on the other side who resist those teaching (as
with Dollinger and the Old Catholics). Is there a parallel after Vatican II?
Second, Councils have unintended consequences, as was practically inevitable when papal infallibilty was
defined in isolation and without the wider context of a more general teaching about the Church. Did the
post-Vatican II Church become overly preoccupied with ecumenism, justice and peace, etc. at the expense
of the larger Gospel?

Third, my study of the early history of the Church showed me how the Church 'moved on to the perfect
truth by various successive declarations, alternately in contrary directions, and thus perfecting,
completing, supplying each other'. Conciliar texts need completing - not by augmenting or strengthening
what has been taught but by supplying other aspects of the truth. History suggests that the Vatican III
some have dreamed of is unlikely.
Fourth, conciliar teachings need interpreting: they no more speak for themselves than the Bible does. I
was amused from heaven to notice how bishops after your Vatican Council returned home naively
declaring they would 'implement' the Council. The interpreting comes not only from theologians and the
magisterium but also what I have called 'the passive infallibility of the whole body of the Catholic people'
is involved.
Finally, I suggest you look at the beginning of my Essay on the Development of Christian Doctrine,
where I argue that, while it is sometimes said that 'the stream is clearest near the spring', on the contrary 'a
philosophy or belief ... is more equable, and purer, and stronger, when its bed has become deep, and
broad, and full. It necessarily rises out of an existing state of things, and for a time savours of the soil. Its
vital element needs disengaging from what is foreign and temporary.' I wonder if your Vatican II did not
rather savour of the soil of the sixties and if its 'vital element' does not need disengaging from that
somewhat volcanic soil?
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